
10 Evolving Trends in Software Development

Before Google ever clawed its way to the top of the online world, there was Archie by

Alan Emtage. It was he who pioneered search engine development but failed to patent

his ideas. Fast forward to the present, those same ideas are incorporated by Google,

which introduced many features during its rise to prominence. First came Google news,

before Gmail, Google Maps, and Google Chrome all came into the picture. What does

this tell you? Ideas become executed actions, which eventually evolve into trends. And

none of that would come about without a developer's capacity to discover, design, and

program. Those who find themselves neck-deep in software development may find it

wise to keep an eye out for the present evolving trends for future reference.

Software development owns significant coverage in the corporate industry. Allowing

your business to consider the following trends would be best for you.

AI (Artificial Intelligence)

Rare Carat, Wayblazer, Spotify, and Under Armor are among the few brands that use AI

for their business functions. AI has become--and continues to be--the core or the

foundation of all modern software replicating human behaviors and cognition in

completing human tasks. The worldwide AI funding of machine learning applications

became the largest funding reaching 31.7 billion US dollars based on data from Statista.

Mixed Reality (MR)

Mixed reality is the combination of virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR). This

trend enables the users to interact with virtual objects such as in holograms. This

advancement initially became popular in the field of gaming, but today, it is now

prominent in various business categories such as in healthcare, engineering, and

construction. Not only that, but MR applications are also used in education, sports,

entertainment, and training, through its materials and simulations.

Internet of Things (IoT)

To attain a worldwide connection is what this trend aims for. Through the internet,

network connectivity will now extend its capability to various technical communications

models such as Device-to-Device, Device-to-Cloud, Device-to-Gateway, and Back-End

Data-Sharing without much involvement from humans. IoT is also beneficial in keeping

your infrastructure management on hand since this includes features helpful for you.
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Despite its impressive impacts on the user's end, this also entails issues on security,

privacy, and some other legal matters.

Progressive Web Applications

Improving web applications to suffice the needs of the users regardless of their browser

choice is the eyed trend in the field of software development. According to data from

Statista, there are about 49.73 percent of web page viewers that use mobile devices. In

this case, web applications are expected to fit users in any form of resource they have,

may it be desktop, mobile devices, and others. The more devices, the wider the

marketing reach.

Security

One of the top threats in the online industry is security. That is why it is crucial to

ensure that any coding process in developing applications must be secured. However,

this seems to be challenging because of a more complex structure of application

development. This trend will guide the end-users invalidating the content of their inputs

to guarantee quality and, at the same time, avoid proportioned costs.

Blockchain

Storing data, making sure its placement into your database is one of the concerns of

users, especially those associated with a transactional type of business. This trend

enables the users to input and, at the same time, store data. For example, online

shopping applications such as Amazon use this to encode data of their purchasers like

the date and amount of the orders. Other than that, this allows information apart from

other sets of data through its distinguished codes.

Cross-Platform Development Tools

Today, companies who like to venture into a mobile app for their businesses think of

having cross-development tools to maximize the reach of their target market. This helps

develop a single application to be accessible from multiple platforms. Depending on the

means you use, your business transaction management will now be possible because of

this emerging trend that most of the companies engage with and some to look forward

to.
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Low-Code Development

This trend lets users build a new application in an easier and faster way. For

non-technical creators, this platform guides you in creating one without much coding

done. In future instances, applications that are created through low-code platforms will

improve the agility of your application for your users. Other than that, this is

cost-efficient towards your finances. This platform reduces complexity, which affects

how your customer is accessing it and you in sailing your business to them through it.

Code Quality

Code quality matters in ensuring project efficiency. But how is this measured? The code

consistency and simplicity in the structure are standards you can check to see how well

the quality holds up. Your code will undergo a test coverage through a matrix that

determines your project's effectiveness. Remember that even a quality wise project,

when created through inadequate coverage, still ends up with poor quality.

Edge Computing

Speed in data processing is crucial in any business like this not only adversely affects the

company in terms of cost, but also productivity. One of the benefits that this automation

trend provides is improving network performance in the data processing. Other than

that, this also ensures security during increased data usage. Its versatile features help

companies in meeting what their market needs by responding to it faster as well. Edge

computing is a boon to operations by retaining access to the products and services

offered.

There is no doubt that technological advancements are embracing software

development. More and more businesses explore this kind, which makes it more

complicated in structure. Thus, the trends mentioned above are helpful yet with an

extensive assessment. When you properly use any of this trend for your business, then

you can take a spot in the industry that you are in and the market that you are taking

part in. That is if you apply it appropriately.
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